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Sometimes Dallas gets drunk and doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t remember what she did last night. Sometimes

she loses friends. Sometimes her momÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s boyfriend beats her until she canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t walk.

Sometimes her life sucks, but sometimes itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s beautiful. When Dallas dances her world is

her own and she can make it what she wants it to be, she can escape her otherwise horrible life.

Dallas now must overcome her past to give herself a future at the Allenwood Academy of Dance in

Cape Haven, CT. When her feet are bleeding and her heart is breaking, Dallas must find the

strength to go on.
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hi i just bought the book todayeven know its a short story i still loved it and cant wait for the next

book to comeoutthis book was amazing i started to read it and could not put it downi totally

reccomend this book to everyone especcially highschool studentsbrina is a amazing author and as



always she has delivered a amazing storythank you brina courtney for writing amazing stories

Found the storyline very captivating and thoroughly enjoyed reading. Could not put the book down

and am eagerly awaiting the next book to see what happens.

Moved was a very touching novel about acceptance and pursuing what you love no matter the

adversity. Look forward to reading the next installment.

This story is inspiring

I enjoyed this novella quite a bit. I wasn't too sure about it from the description alone. I'm not into

dance generally, not very much at least, but that didn't matter much once I started reading. I've read

another story from Courtney, so I knew I'd have a chance of liking it.I thought the from rags to

riches...while still being in rags...aspect was great. Dallas has nothing at home but gets a chance to

finally make something of herself. The real twist is that a dark part of her prior life is still with her and

can get in the way of her dreams. I only hope to see more development of Dallas' story in the future.

I feel that this is only a glimpse of what can be a truly great set of characters and journey.I really

enjoyed the Miss Jessica character. Despite her strict attitude and don't mess with me demeanor

something drew me to her from the beginning. I knew she'd either be a force to be reckoned with or

just a misunderstood adult in the eyes of the youth. But we'll have to see just where all that leads.I

feel that Move has a strong potential to gain a fifth star to my rating, there were just some aspects

that fell a bit flat for me. I can't place a finger on too much, but it was very enjoyable and exceeded

my expectations (in the sense that I'm a male reader who's not really into dance).If there's a sequel

in the works, I'll be jumping at the chance to read it

Good story to make teenagers become aware of the dangers of being an alcoholic. Sadly, the topic

is something we can find around us more often than not, but that helps the reader to feel closer to

the story. This short novella is based on a very good premise; however, the many mistakes and the

messy punctuation kept me distracted, since it made reading difficult. Poor editing makes the

reading flow slower, and that's something that certainly puts me off.
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